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Game Programming Golden Rules (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2004
Writing computer games is hard. Games today are complex projects that involve large teams of specialized artists and programmers. These teams are perpetually pushing technology beyond its boundaries and stretching their skills to the max. To alleviate these problems, Game Programming Golden Rules presents a series of nine "Golden Rules"...
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Fuzzy Modeling Tools for Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Fuzzy Modeling and Genetic Algorithms for Data Mining and Exploration is a handbook for analysts, engineers, and managers involved in developing data mining models in business and government. As youll discover, fuzzy systems are extraordinarily valuable tools for representing and manipulating all kinds of data, and genetic...
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Engine Testing Theory and Practice Third editionButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
The preface of this book is probably the least read section of all; however, it is the only part in which I can pay tribute to my friend and co-author of the first two editions, Dr Michael Plint, who died suddenly in November 1998, only four days after the publication of the second edition.

All the work done by Michael in the previous...
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SonarQube in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		SonarQube in Action shows developers how to use the SonarQube platform to help them continuously improve their source code. The book presents SonarQube's core Seven Axes of Quality: design/architecture, duplications, comments, unit tests, complexity, potential bugs, and coding rules. You'll...
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Algorithmic Information Theory: Mathematics of Digital Information Processing (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2006
This book deals with information processing; so it is far from being a book on information theory (which would be built on description and estimation). The reader will be shown the horse, but not the saddle. At any rate, at the very beginning, there was a series of lectures on “Information theory, through the looking-glass of an...
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When Pancakes Go Bad: Optical Delusions with Adobe PhotoshopCourse Technology PTR, 2004
If you've ever found yourself looking at funny images and thinking "Hey, how?d they do that?", this is the book that will give you the answer! Learn how to have fun with photos?swapping pictures of historical inventions with modern-day appliances or combining images of animals to produce unrealistic characters. "When Pancakes Go...
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JBoss(R) Seam: Simplicity and Power Beyond Java(TM) EEPrentice Hall, 2007
Discover JBoss Seam: the Unified Framework for Simpler, More Powerful Web Development
 

JBoss  Seam integrates EJB 3.0 and JSF components under a unified framework  that simplifies and accelerates Java EE web development. Now, JBoss  Seam’s project...
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Whiter Shades of Pale: The Stuff White People LikeRandom House, 2010

	HOW WHITE YOU ARE!

	 

	If you thought you had white people pegged as Oscar-party-throwing, Prius-driving, Sunday New York Times–reading, self-satisfied latte lovers—you were right. But if you thought diversity was just for other races, then hang on to your eco-friendly tote bags. Veteran white...
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Ensemble Methods in Data Mining: Improving Accuracy Through Combining PredictionsMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Ensemble methods have been called the most influential development in Data Mining and Machine Learning in the past decade. They combine multiple models into one usually more accurate than the best of its components. Ensembles can provide a critical boost to industrial challenges -- from investment timing to drug discovery, and fraud detection...
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Endometriosis For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Get the empowering info that puts you in control

	

	Take charge and take comfort in knowing how to live well with endometriosis

	

	Diagnosing and living with endometriosis isn't easy, but this disease doesn't have to rule your life. This book helps you find out and recognize typical symptoms. Plus,...
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The Routledge Companion to Sexuality and Colonialism (Routledge Companions to Gender)Routledge, 2021

	Unique in its global and interdisciplinary scope, this collection brings together comparative insights across European, Ottoman, Japanese, and US imperial contexts while spanning colonized spaces in Latin America, the Caribbean, Africa, the Indian Ocean, the Middle East, and East and Southeast Asia. Drawing on interdisciplinary perspectives...
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Handbook Of Pi And Pid Controller Tuning RulesImperial College Press, 2009
The vast majority of automatic controllers used to compensate industrial processes are PI or PID type. This book comprehensively compiles, using a unified notation, tuning rules for these controllers proposed from 1935 to 2008. The tuning rules are carefully categorized and application information about each rule is given. This book discusses...
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